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TO:

Galaxy Medical College Students and Staff

FROM:

Helen Lusikyan, Associate Director

DATE:

May 25, 2020

SUBJECT:

COVID-19 Update – Back to Campus Operations

Dear Galaxy Medical College Student,
Galaxy Medical College continues to monitor and asses the circumstances and impacts of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) on our students, staff and on institutional operations. Taking into
consideration these challenging times, we have executed our Emergency Plan to continue
remote education/operation. Although the re-opening of our campus is a high priority, we
have a responsibility to keep our entire campus community safe as we plan for what our future
as an Institution and community will hold. Keeping this in mind, we are working proactively to
create a new plan to safely return to campus. According to the City of Los Angeles, no definite
date has been identified for our return, but a tentative date of Monday, July 06, 2020 has been
recognized.
Bear in mind that the future of on-campus instruction will not look the same. Given the need to
continue to engage in social distancing and wear appropriate and approved personal protective
equipment, we anticipate a return to a new normal. In the meantime, we are preparing the
campus to support a smaller capacity for classrooms to ensure we meet these new social
norms. In addition, we are planning for increased frequency of cleaning processes.
At Galaxy Medical College, we are centered around our students. Our goal is to continue to
focus on providing the best possible education so you can continue to progress academically
during this unprecedented time.
Please continue to practice social distancing and ensure you and your loved ones are staying
safe. We look forward to seeing all of you on campus as soon as we can!
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